Activity: Family Tree

1. Find a leaf that have patterns and
bumpy texture like blood vessels in our
bodies. Check in the garden, fridege or
pick up one from your walk. Some leaves
work better than others so you might want
to select a couple to try them out.

2. Clear your work space, you will need a
flat hard suface to work on. Open the
pack to find your tissue paper, crayon,
coloured paper with carbon paper in
between and pencil. Gather some more
drawing tools from home such as pens,
more colouring pencils, crayons in
differest sizes.

3. Put the white tissue paper on top of the
leaf, hold it down so it stays in one place
or ask someone to help. Use the crayon to
rub out the parttens on the leaf. See if you
can make those details nice and clear!
Once you are done, remove the leaf.

4. Put your paper in this order:
Top layer : tracing paper
Middle layer: tisusse paper with image
Bottom Layer: folded paper (with carbon
papper inside), position the fold side in
the bottom to link the trees up.

5. Put presusse on when you draw, this
will create nice and clear images. Use the
sharp pencils or pen to create clear lines
and use the crayon to give some
shading.The rubbing image behind gives
you some guiedline for you to copy some
nature patterns.

6. Find a place to put your personal touch
in the picture to adopt the tree. This could
be a name you made up or real ones. A
family song or poem in your language?
Will you put it so its small and hidden or
so its big and will cover the whole tree?

7. You can select the areas that you like
to trace over if you couldn’t compelte all
the partterns. When you are happy with it.
It’s time to reveal!

8. Open the sheet and spead all of them
out to display and have a look. You have
studied nature, and also traced all the
steps of this challenge. Which set is your
favorite version of your family tree?

